
Mega Cash Stacks is a 5 x 4, 25 line game with medium to high volatility and has a Free Spins bonus

featuring the Progressive Spins mechanic. The game symbols are heavily stacked and rarely give wins

less than the players stake.

The player can win up to 15 free spins where each free spin is guaranteed to give a win greater than

the previous free spin allowing for a very exciting progressive game play. Free spins can be

retriggered to keep the wins coming.

There is a 100% gamble allowing players to risk winnings for bigger prizes or gamble for the free spins

feature.

Golden bet available to over double the free spins frequency at the cost of an extra 50% base stake.

A Buy a Bonus (territory permitting) is also available in the game.
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Key selling points

Progressive Free Spins mechanic, not see any game that does the same.

Gamble to free spins option, so any win can result in getting free spins.

Heavily stacked symbols game play.

Paylines

25

Default bet size

€1

Default bet range

€0.2 - €100

Default max multiplier

X 2,249.9
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Global release

JULY 14, 2022

RTP

96%

HIT Frequency

12.5%

Volatility

MEDIUM-HIGH

Default Max win

€224,990



Target demographic

UK players.

European players.

High volatility players.

Players that like to gamble their winnings.

High rollers.
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Game features

Golden Bet

The player has the option to increase the stake

by 50% to double the chance of activating the

bonus. The bonus is increased from 1 in 192 to 1

in 92.
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Gamble

The gamble can be con�gured to set to

'Gamble 5x stake', "on" and "off" If the gamble

is set to Gamble 5x stake, any winnings equal

to or above 5x stake will off the gamble feature

to win cash or free spins. On entry to the

gamble two stacks of coins are presented. The

left stack offers the player the opportunity to

increase their cash winnings by one third,

double their winnings or triple their winnings.

The right hand side stack offers the chance to

win free spins. The win values on both stacks

can be adjusted by pressing the - and + icons

to increase the winning and losing segments

of the coin stacks. Pressing either stack will

start the pointer to gamble the winnings. If

the pointer lands on the yellow section this

indicates a win and the prize is paid. If the

pointer lands on the red section this indicates

a lose and all winnings are lost and the game
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returns to the reel screen. A maximum of 15

Free Spins can be achieved on the Free Spins

gamble and once this is reached the Free

spins gamble is disabled. A maximum win of

2500x stake can be achieved on the cash

gamble and once achieved the winnings are

automatically banked and the gamble exited.

The player can collect their cash or Free Spins

to collect their winnings. The RTP of the

gamble is 100%.

Free Spins

At the start of the free spins the player is asked

to spin a wheel to determine the amount of

free spins to be played, the player can be

awarded 5,7,9,10,12 or 15 free spins. The bonus is

a progressive feature where the spin will

always be greater than the last win. The

feature is over once the last free spin has been

played (unless a retrigger is awarded).
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Buy A Bonus

The game features a 'Buy A Bonus' option for

permitted territories. Buy A Bonus costs 100X

the players base stake and awards the free

spin feature with a 3, 4 or 5 Bonus symbol

entry.
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Game rules

Welcome to Mega Cash Stacks! Video Slot

ABOUT THE GAME

Mega Cash Stacks is a 5 x 4 Video Slot with 25 �xed Paylines with a free spins feature. Mega Cash

Stacks features heavily stacked symbols in both the base game and free spins.

FREE SPINS

The free spins is triggered by landing 3 or more Bonus symbols on the reels.

Free spins are played at the lines and bet of the triggering spin.

At the start of the free spins the player is asked to spin a wheel to determine the amount of free

spins to be played, the player can be awarded 5,7,9,10,12 or 15 free spins.

The bonus is a progressive feature where the spin will always be greater than the last win.
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The feature is over once the last free spin has been played (unless a retrigger is awarded see

below).

RETRIGGERING FREE SPINS

The free spins feature can be retriggered randomly by lighting the EXTRA under the reels.

If a retrigger is awarded the free spins meter is incremented by 5 spins.

BUY INTO FREE SPINS

Buy A Bonus allows the player to buy a free spins feature at X100 the chosen stake.

GOLDEN BET
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The player has the option to increase the stake by 50% to double the chance of activating the

bonus.

GAMBLE

The gamble can be con�gured to set to ‘Gamble 5x stake’ or “off” or “on”

If the gamble is set to Gamble 5x stake, any winnings equal to or above 5x stake will off the gamble

feature to win cash or free spins.

On entry to the gamble two stacks of coins are presented. The left stack offers the player the

opportunity to increase their cash winnings by one third, double their winnings or triple their

winnings.

The right hand side stack offers the chance to win free spins.

The win values on both stacks can be adjusted by pressing the – and + icons to increase the

winning and losing segments of the coin stacks.

Pressing either stack will start the pointer to gamble the winnings.
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If the pointer lands on the yellow section this indicates a win and the prize is paid.

If the pointer lands on the red section this indicates a lose and all winnings are lost and the game

returns to the reel screen.

A maximum of 20 Free Spins can be achieved on the Free Spins gamble and once this is reached

the Free spins gamble is disabled.

A maximum win of 2500x stake can be achieved on the cash gamble and once achieved the

winnings are automatically banked and the gamble exited.

The player can collect their cash or Free Spins to collect their winnings.

The RTP of the gamble is 100%.

The maximum recorded win is 2500X and it happened once in 1.000.000.000 simulated game

rounds

HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINE WINS
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To calculate your total payline win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.

To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on

the line starting from the left most reel.

If three or more identical symbols are lined up, �nd the win value in the dynamic Pay Table. There

you can �nd the value for all symbols for 3 in a row, 4 in a row and 5 in a row. Only the highest

winning combination per line is paid out.

If the winning combination starts with three wilds, there can be many ways to interpret the win. In

this scenario, only the highest win combination is paid out.

The above doesn’t include Free Spin symbols which do not need to be on a payline to award a

prize.

After the Free Spins round is completed, all wins are added to any win from the game that

activated the Free Spins.

There can be a discrepancy between sum of the individual wins in collection Free Spins from what

is displayed in the total win end screen. The total win end screen displays the �nal rounded win.
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Payout

High symbols

5 - €8

4 - €1.60

3 - €0.40

5 - €8

4 - €1.60

3 - €0.40

5 - €3.20

4 - €0.80

3 - €0.32

5 - €2.40

4 - €0.80

3 - €0.32

5 - €1.60

4 - €0.40

3 - €0.16

5 - €1.60

4 - €0.40

3 - €0.16

Low symbols

5 - €0.80

4 - €0.16

3 - €0.04

5 - €0.80

4 - €0.16

3 - €0.04

5 - €0.80

4 - €0.16

3 - €0.04
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5 - €0.80

4 - €0.16

3 - €0.04

Extra symbols

WILD substitutes for all symbols

except BONUS
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image
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Options Panel

BUY A BONUS - Allows the player to buy free spins for 100x base stake. Not available in all

territories.

A -

GAMBLE - Toggles between Gamble Off, Gamble On, Gamble 5x stake.B -

GOLDEN BET - Turns on golden bet mode for increased feature frequency.C -

LINES - Shows number of lines in play (always 25)D -

STAKE - Shows a popup where the player can select the game bet.E -

WINNINGS - Shows players current winnings.F -

CREDIT - Shows players current balance.G -

STAKE - Shows available stakes to play at.H -

SPIN - Starts the game.I -

SETTINGS - Shows the options panel below.J -
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Expand this image

LOBBY - Takes the player back to the lobby.A -

PAYTABLE - Shows the Payable and more game information.B -

RULES - Shows the game rules.C -

HISTORY - Shows a panel where the player can rewatch old games.D -

STAKE - Shows a popup where the player can select the game bet.E -

FULL SCREEN - Puts the game into full screen mode.F -
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SOUND - Enables and disables the game sound.G -

CLOSE - Closes the options panel.H -

All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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